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Bear Sylvia, 

I’m writing in.the event we do not get together, whic les happened too 
often on my few trips to Vew York and this time, with fewer hours, I've got more to 

try and do. I know your ‘Seling of the Dean show and of me. It requires no explanation. « 

. Aside from everything else, there is no way of breaking through on nonstop Niger exeept 

by interrupting (Sauvage would have hed even les: time then he did If I hadn't done tk 
things) and when I get that angry and disturbed I ah lews calm tHen 1 might be. Time 

will tell. The few measureable things (they did not give my address) sre my wit They 

may, on balance, not be. I haven't heard the show, so I do not know what came oUt or 

even it it had beed edited. 

; There are so many things about which I'm too naive hhen you phoned the 

other night I forget som thing that just preceeded your call. I got a long call from a 

{stranger calling himself Cyuck Epolito. He is near Philadelphia and near Norristown 

| and lives close to Specter, Now that I think of this in terms of your call, he knew 
too much about me. He wanted to come end see me. I discouraged it. He also tried te 

pry 8 little about what 1 kmow nothing about, the Baganov (aprrox) affair, 

My few reports from London are as yours. *y own agent, who detests Lane ; 

for reasons I do not know, was sympathetic to him and said the reaction will be ageinst 

the critics of the erities. Sppprow has been terrible. He kept am major British 
publisher from offering @ contract in the summer of 1965. His switch would be important. 

Whet you ask is skight. I recomuend ageinst getting the copies mim 
of the autopsy chart or the head skeeth from the archive, aithough I'll gladly do it 
for you. They used Xerox copies, and the files copies ere copies of copies. Because of 

them nature of the Xerof preecess, reduction makes it more clear. What I did was to lay 
the printed Vol 18 on s Xerox 914 and that Xerox copyzx is what I in each case used. 

If my opinion is worth anything. to you, do,not crop this disgram by Boswell as others 

have. Show the entire thing. I have just Fecked at the Dell pictures and they us ed 

the eopies with the muscles. I'll get that for you if that is whet you want the mw xt ZL 

time i'm at the archive, which will be the week of 2/13. fut 7 tm a Yul Wt 

You are welcome to use my negatives on the face enlargement of the Altgens 

picture, but you will have to pay AP for the rights. Cost me jhis.00. Meyer Goldberg, 

Wide World. Bobbs-Merrill should pay. You should also get s clearer enlargement if you 

can get them to make it from the negetive, which they now héve in their office, 50 

Rbckefeller Center, First floor rather than in Goldberg's office or where they keep 

their photos. + had to mske a negative from the enlargement of a copy. The first 

generation will be more clear. Jones Harris says he has a clearer one. But you are 

weleome to mine and to my Loveledy picture, but I'd recommend I buy you an original 

print, which is only $1.50, for I'm certain that as you meke appearances you will want 

and need it. I hope you can use it as itis and/ not for space reasons, have to eliminste 

one of the three, as I did, 1 also heve enlargements should yourever went to use them 

on TV in the future, Altgens 16x20, etc. I¢f we get together tomorrow I'll have these 

with me. When I know your desire, I'1l send the negative. But this money siould not 

be your expense. That is the publisher's cost. If you do this end ere not satisfied 

with what AP gives BM, then get mine. Or, begin with mine, whatever you want....1'll 
be sceumulsting s set of slides for TV use thst you in the future will slso be welcom to. 

I have e good one of Albgens and the enlarged face end the Dal-Tex Fire escape, an 
aerial view of Yealey Plaze, the Boswell chart. The slide maker loused up the shirt part 

end I heave heed ehhergements slonet Best, tf


